Charities for deaf people call for more see-through face masks

Level 3 • Advanced

KEY

2 Key words
1. outpatient
2. gesture
3. lip-reading
4. exempt
5. abuse
6. guidance
7. transparent
8. prototype
9. impact
10. cognition

3 Find the information
1. on public transport and in hospitals
2. more than 70%
3. Personal Protective Equipment
4. British Sign Language
5. 12 million
6. being patient; writing things down; using gestures

4 Comprehension check
1. b
2. c
3. b
4. a

5 Find the word
1. see-through
2. legitimately
3. come into conflict with
4. prospect
5. roll out
6. pick up
7. hard-of-hearing
8. fit for purpose

6 Adverb collocations
1. widely
2. heavily
3. profoundly
4. widely
5. deeply
6. absolutely

7 Word-building
1. facial
2. providers
3. awareness
4. Accessible
5. deafness
6. anxiety